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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
BIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS 

SIR-Without wishing to be labelled either purist or pedant I feel constrained to utter 
a protest at my friend Lt. Col. J. M. Adam's wholehearted adoption of the word 
" nychthemeral" in his otherwise excellent article (Adam, 1969). He defends, and 
indeed advocates, the employment of this complicated polysyllabic neologism on the 
grounds of satisfying" present-day purists". Be that as it may, must we readily suffer 
this extraordinary proliferation of ill-understood scientific terms? Nychthemeron-a 
period of 24 hours, a day and a night-was first coined in the 17th century, but it figures 
only in the more recondite of dictionaries. It strikes no chord of recognition for those 
who, like the writer, profess to little Latin and less Greek. Furthermore your learned 
contemporary (Lancet, 1969) clearly inclines towards" circadian" as representing a 
period of approximately twenty-four hours. No doubt there are others of equal eminence 
who support the use of diurnal in this context; but this last is so clearly the antonym 
of nocturnal that it cannot really fit the bill. 

For all terrestial dwellers (the growing band of astronauts excluded) these biological 
rhythms, whether called nychthemeral, circadian or diurnal, are governed by the earth's 
rotation about its axis. The sun, as the source of power, makes possible the division, 
in varying proportions, into light and dark, into day and night. It is from this division 
that the rhythms are derived. Let us therefore, in tribute to the life-giving sun, and before 
etymological or semantic dispute confounds the truth, rename them as "solar" 
rhythms. 

Ministry of Defence, 
Army Personnel Research Establishment, 

clo D.O.A.B., Parvis Road, 
West Byfieet, Surrey. 

5 March 1969. 

I am, etc., 

J. P. CROWDY 

REFERENCES 
ADAM, J. M. (1969). J. roy. Army med. Cps. 115. 14. 
LANCET (1969). i, 403 . 

. PHILIP MITCHINER-His Life and Teaching 

SIR-I would like to tell you how pleasant it was for me, a mere departmental circulation 
copy addressee, to read R. J. V. Battle's appreciation of " Mitch" in your 2nd Issue 
of 1969. 

I smuggled it home for a glimpse by my wife who was a budding Nightingale when 
I was a dresser on his Firm in the years just before the war. We were filled with nostalgia. 

One does not seek to add what Mr. Battle has said of your (and our) great man
but perhaps two further anecdotes out of the vast collection might amuse. 

I was down at Swanage, or France Bottom, or some such camping site, one summer 
with the D.L.O.T.e. and we had just set up our conception of a well-sited R.A.P. when 
we were visited by Mitch who looked about him and then said" Well boys, I look around 
and what do I see, b ..... all and a few trees." 

On a ward round Mitch was holding forth on the causation of dislocation of the 
hip joint and to illustrate cited the case of a student or H.P. A year or two previously 
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this man had stood on a lavatory seat to effect a do-it-yourself job on the cistern ball
cock when the seat gave way and he sustained his injury. "Now" says Mitch to the 
assembled Round, which included the Staff Nurse, "You all know the lavatories in 
St. Thomas's House" All nodding including nurse. Quick as a flash "Nurse" says 
Mitch " I am surprised at you, what would Dame Alicia say if she knew where you 
'ave been?" 

Ministry of Defence, 
The Medical Directorate (Naval), 

Empress State Building, 
London, S.W.6. 

22 May 1969. 

I am, etc., 

J. T. MORGAN 

MEDICAL SUPPORT OF A SMALL AIR-LANDED FORCE 

SIR-Major A. J. Shaw (Vol. 115, No. 1, 1969) puts forward for consideration here a 
C.C.S. detachment of an F.S.T. and 50-bed block being attached to a brigade field 
ambulance, but considers there are many problems in such an amalgamation, with 
teething troubles only to be avoided by training closely together. 

After the 1967 Reserve reshuffle, 144 Field Ambulance (V) in addition to a role in 
44 Parachute Brigade had a commitment to the United Nations. For this, an F.S.T. 
and 50-bed hospital block was included in the establishment. The non-para sections of 
the field ambulance, which included the five Q.A.R.A.N.C. sisters mentioned in the 
article, were of course air-portable. The arrangement has been viable, personnel often 
being interchanged for training or work. Male O.T.T's were in the other sections: the 
R.A.M.C. nurses did some field training. At annual camps, weekends, and various 
exercises and operations we held lightly injured and sick, though major surgical cases 
were evacuated to military hospitals rather than operated upon in less advantageous 
surroundings despite the capability. The system has worked well, satisfying the consumer. 
an active airborne brigade of the Strategic Reserve. 

144 Field Ambulance R.A.M.C. (V), 
Duke of York's Headquarters, 

King's Road, Chelsea, 
London, S.W.3. 

22 March 1969 

I am, etc., 

C. M. SAMUEL 

(It was with great regret that we received the announcement of Lieutenant
Colonel Samuel's death while on military duty on 30 June 1969. EDITOR) 

SIR-2 Casualty Clearing Station forms part of the Army Strategic Command and as 
such has been concerned with the problems discussed by Major A. J. Shaw in the 
January issue of the Journal. 

Basically this unit is divided into 50-bed blocks with supporting departments. 
In addition, each department has a system of priorities, to enable a smaller unit to be 
provided, tailored to the needs of the situation. A small sub-unit of 10 to 20 beds would 
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normally be commanded by the Officer Commanding, Field Surgical Team. The amount 
of domestic support provided in the way of administration, cooks and general duty 
personnel will depend on the availability, or otherwise, of a parent unit. This could be 
a field ambulance or the Logistic Support Organisation Headquarters. 

When problems are located far from a base hospital more beds have to be provided 
and with 50 or over the unit needs the back up of its own headquarters, medical stores, 
kitchen and probably X-ray and dental facilities. This also leaves the A.D.S. free to 
move forward to the Advanced Air Head with the B.M.A. 

We believe that Strategic Command now has the flexible field organisation required 
to meet the demands of limited war or counter-insurgency operations. 

Headquarters, 
Army Strategic Command, 

Wilton, 
SalisburY. Wilts. 

1 May 1969. 

I am, etc., 

N. E. QUIN 
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